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HOW CLOUD
TECHNOLOGY CAN
HELP YOU IMPROVE
CLIENT ENGAGEMENT
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INTRODUCTION
Improving client engagement and customer service is becoming more critical
for investment management firms that are struggling to differentiate from
their competitors.
At the same time, client expectations are changing,

Investors are looking for managers that provide self-

and the asset management industry urgently needs to

service solutions and can suggest relevant content,

keep up. Investors expect transparency, sound data,

insights and products to help them achieve their

flexibility, and more control over their assets.

investment goals. Having the right technologically
advanced client portal in place to offer this agility and

These needs have been exacerbated by the

flexibility is therefore key to empowering your client

coronavirus pandemic and global economic

base.

environment. End customers want to be able to react
to volatile market conditions and to instantly get a

Innovative and powerful new portals have the

holistic overview of their portfolios and exposures.

potential to become the one-stop-shop for investors

Speed and accuracy of communications and data are

leading to better engagement and client retention.

mission critical.

As such, investment firms that embrace technology
to deliver a better client experience will see benefits

As client demand for data outside of the usual

across the whole firm helping to support growth and

reporting framework and cycle has risen exponentially,

attract key talent.

client service and reporting teams have been put
under substantial strain. The pandemic has been a

Of course, accelerated investment plans in digital

catalyst for clients to expect an “always on” approach,

technology must be strategic and well executed to

and even once the current crisis abates, the demand is

establish a foundation for meeting the firm’s needs

unlikely to go away.

today and into the future. Organizations need to think
carefully about data security and choosing the right

Those firms that understand and anticipate the needs

technology solutions.

of their clients will win out in a fiercely competitive
landscape. Organizational agility is important for firms

Here, we address three of the main challenges in client

to be able to offer a better remote client experience.

engagement and examine how you can leverage cloud

When it comes to attracting and retaining clients -

technology solutions to solve them and deliver a more

embracing innovative technology holds many of the

compelling client experience.

answers.
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THE 3 CHALLENGES IN CLIENT
ENGAGEMENT
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Challenge 1
Investor Empowerment

We know that investors are spending more time

coronavirus, or any other topic. This is data made

online managing their money. A total of 75 percent

visual, giving investors access to actionable positions,

of investors have used digital sources to make an

which leads to a superior client experience.

investment decision compared to just 41 percent
five years ago, according to the Brunswick Digital

Additionally, you can present any type of data from

Investor Survey 2020 . Meanwhile, 80 percent of asset

your investment operations whether that’s market

and wealth managers are prioritizing their digital

events, media streams, big data etc. to provide further

transformation .

insights for your clients.

1

2

This demand clearly demonstrates why it is critical
to give control to investors and make sure that they
have access to all the rich data that they need so that
they can access it whenever, wherever and however
they want. This means providing support for multiple
devices accessible from anywhere.

75

%

of investors have used digital sources
HOW CLOUD TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP
New, cloud native tools such as SimCorp Coric
digital portal, powered by Microsoft Azure, allow
reporting on a unified, scalable platform. The

to make an investment decision
compared to just 41 percent five years
ago, according to the Brunswick Digital
Investor Survey 20201.

technology supports a virtually unlimited amount of
data, meaning clients have access to the information
they need in an intuitive and easy manner.
The software allows you to create personalized
dashboards on the client engagement portal that are
specific to a particular investor. Customers can easily
filter or group data, to get on-the-spot insights on
topics of interest.
For instance, a user could easily see what their
total exposure is to Brexit, a China-US trade war,

1
2

Brunswick Digital Investor Survey, 2020
Alpha FMC, Digital Transformation Top Priority for Asset Managers, 2020

80

%

of asset and wealth managers are
prioritizing their digital transformation2.
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Challenge 2
Client Engagement

Industry players are finding that they are less able to

and hard to secure properly, but integrated solutions

differentiate on products and solutions – which makes

are the way forward to create the engagement and

customer experience an ever more important driver of

personal focus that you need with your investors.

client retention and winning new business.
For example, in the physical world, when an

GETTING IT RIGHT IS CRITICAL,
INDUSTRY RESEARCH
SHOWS THAT 76 PERCENT
OF INVESTORS SAY THAT
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IS A
CONTRIBUTING FACTOR TO
ENDING THEIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH AN INVESTMENT MANAGER3.

investment manager meets with an investor, they

For many firms, driving better client experiences

these data sources prior to a meeting which

means making an urgent shift from physical to digital
engagement, allowing customers to have the access

often spend the majority of the meeting talking about
historical performance, why certain funds ended up
in the investments they have, and how things are
progressing. This can leave little time to discuss where
the investor wants to go and where they perceive
risks or opportunities.
Having a truly digital platform based on market
leading cloud technology, such as SimCorp Coric,
gives your investors the opportunity to look at all
saves time, improves engagement, and smooths
the workflow between client and investor in both

and services they need in real-time.

directions.

Personal engagement is critical – and as such bespoke

Another benefit is the ability for a relationship

data and reports are of growing importance to
firms that want to succeed in today’s environment.
Clients expect an always-on, self-service portal that
can be accessible from anywhere, provides multiple
sources of information, and allows for interactive

manager to easily create and share custom reports.
This works both ways, the investor can also create
personalized reports and send them to their
relationship manager to illustrate a concern, exposure
or opportunity. Self-service capabilities are the norm

communication.

in other industries and give confidence to investors

Unsurprisingly, the investment management industry

customer experience.

through transparency of data, thereby improving the

has woken up to this trend and is preparing to invest
heavily in technology and solutions that improve client
engagement. Our research found that 66 percent of
all asset managers are increasing their budgets for
client experiences . Not to mention that 52 percent of
4

asset managers admit to needing to implement client
engagement tech sooner than anticipated to stay
ahead of the curve5.

Doing this through the cloud, makes personalized
reports far simpler and more engaging and has
significant benefits over sending and downloading
PDFs. Investors and their relationship managers are
safe in the knowledge that data is consistent across
communications and continuously updated. Investors’
data remains current whenever it is accessed, unlike
static downloads of PDFs.

HOW CLOUD TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP
The workflows many firms use today are cumbersome

Deloitte, Engaging the Whole Firm, Improving client experience in institutional and wholesale investment management, 2019
SimCorp & WBR, Delivering on your clients’ expectations, 2019
5
Accomplish, Digital Client Engagement Report, 2020
3

4
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Challenge 3
Cross-selling and upselling

Cross-selling and upselling to existing customers

what they are reading and even how much time they

is an important source of revenue for many asset

spend on a certain document. They can also track

managers. In fact, 48 percent of firms surveyed said

what data filters their clients use and which keywords

that increasing penetration of existing client base is a

are interesting. All this information is calculated and

top priority for the asset management industry in the

displayed using cloud technology.

short term .
6

You can do even more with these solutions. The
However, many of the sales tactics employed by firms

great thing about using Microsoft Azure as the

are no longer fit for purpose. For example, investment

technological foundation is that it is so easy to

managers often send new analyst reports as PDF to

plug in the next level of analytics by using artificial

customers, but then don’t know when the customer

intelligence or machine learning for even better

received them and whether they did or could read

predictability.

them. Without up-to-the-minute knowledge of the
client bases’ interests and goals, investment managers

This data paves the way for unparalleled insights

are blindly targeting clients with content that may

to investor interests and concerns, which in turn

be wide of the mark. Clearly, the ability to track the

will improve asset managers’ ability to develop new

behaviors and activities of clients is crucial for sales

attractive products.

processes.
Of course, reliable, safe, and compliant operations is
HOW CLOUD TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP

the prerequisite for building these financial solutions,

The workflows many firms use today are cumbersome

so data security is of the utmost importance.

Digital client portals based on new cloud technology

Fortunately, modern cloud providers have mature

allow firms to track investor activity on a very granular

operations which have security top of mind. One

level and understand which areas are particularly

of SimCorp’s major motivations for entering into a

interesting to them.

strategic partnership with Microsoft Azure is that it is
the leading provider in this space.

When a customer accesses a report via the SimCorp
Coric digital portal, the relationship manager knows

48

%

of firms surveyed said that increasing
penetration of existing client base is a
top priority for the asset management
industry in the short term6.

6

KPMG, Canadian asset management opportunities & risks report, 2019
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CONCLUSION
We believe that these three client engagement

reporting capabilities, all in an easy and intuitive user

challenges are best addressed with cloud technology.

interface. This is key for empowering investors.

You now have access to rich technologies that can
be focused on serving the needs of investors and the

To stay relevant, it is necessary to continuously focus

ability to plug in technologies that were not available

on engaging customers and transforming products by

before.

using digital portals based on cloud solutions and new
data insights. This allows investment management

This technology can deliver a more compelling

firms to target clients more effectively – whether

client experience that can be used to build personal

individually or clustered by interests – and ultimately

engagements in an efficient and appealing way.

improve upselling and cross-selling success.

The ability to provide all the functionality and all the
information you need in a single cloud portal allows

All this taken together, means that the right

bi-directional workflows between the investor and the

digital portal improves the ability to service your

relationship manager which can make the transition to

clients faster and better so that ultimately client

digital engagement happen.

communications becomes a revenue generating
stream and not just a cost.

Furthermore, by choosing the right technology
provider, you can put rich data in the hands of
your investors with efficient dashboards, powerful

THE SIMCORP CORIC CLOUD-NATIVE
DIGITAL PORTAL
We’ve taken 30 years of client communications
experience and combined it with modern cloud
technology to develop our new, digital client portal.
Exclusively for the investment management
community, the SimCorp Coric digital portal promotes
revenue growth and client retention through
unparalleled behavioral analysis tools and a true client
experience focus.
With our digital client portal, you can reach new
heights of investor engagement, better understand
the needs of your customer base and provide flexible
and meaningful access to investment data.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SIMCORP
CORIC, PLEASE CLICK HERE
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ABOUT SIMCORP
SimCorp provides integrated, best-in-class, multi-asset investment management
solutions to the world’s leading asset managers, fund managers, asset servicers,
pension and insurance funds, wealth managers, central banks, sovereign wealth
funds, and treasury. Deployed on premise or in the cloud, SimCorp’s core solution,
SimCorp Dimension®, alongside SimCorp Coric ®, SimCorp Gain™, and SimCorp Sofia™
form a powerful and complete solution. Together with a range of managed services,
they support the entire investment life cycle, based on a market-leading IBOR.
SimCorp invests around 20% of its annual revenue in R&D, helping clients develop
their business and stay ahead of ever-changing industry demands. Listed on
Nasdaq Copenhagen, SimCorp is a global company, with regional offices across
Europe, North America, and Asia Pacific.

For more information, please visit www.simcorp.com
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